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Background
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 Sandwich – Light weight material with high 
bending stiffness
 Skin – tensile strength
 Core – shear strength
Sandwich applications
 Aeronautical, mechanical, civil and structural engineering, 
land transport, marine constructions
 Innovative structural sandwich panels developed –
flooring systems, bridge decking, beams, railway sleepers
http://www.usq.edu.au/ceefc
(Source: www.loccomposites.com.au)
Research significance
 Behaviour of sandwich – yet 
to be understood properly for 
various structural applications
 If fibre orientation is changed 
during construction – panel 
behaviour is changed
 Point loads are critical for 
sandwich panels
http://www.usq.edu.au/ceefc
(Source: www.woodpanels.org.au)
Materials and methodology
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One and Two-Way Slabs →
← Vary Fibre Orientations
Analyse effects on fixing types →
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List of variables for testing
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Loading 
Condition
0°Main Fibre 
Orientation
90°Main Fibre 
Orientation
One-Way 
Slab
Point 
Load
Screw Only Screw Only
Glue and Screw Glue and Screw
Two-Way 
Slab
Point 
Load
Screw Only Screw Only
Glue and Screw Glue and Screw
One-Way 
Slab UDL
Screw Only Screw Only
Glue and Screw Glue and Screw
Two-Way 
Slab UDL
Screw Only
Glue and Screw
Prototype sandwich slabs
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Construction
Prototype sandwich slabs
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One-way slab Two-way slab
Flexural testing
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Flexural testing
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Failure modes
0°Main fibre orientation 
failure
90°Main fibre orientation 
failure
Flexural testing
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One-way slab Two-way slab
Point load testing
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Failure modes
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Point load testing
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(x10-6)
(x10-6)
UDL testing
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UDL testing
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Failure of joists
UDL testing
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(x10-6)
(x10-6)
Finite element modelling
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Point load UDL
Concluding remarks
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 Fixity has no major effect on deflection or failure mode
 All panels with 90°main fibre orientation deflect more 
than 0°ones no matter the loading condition or slab 
system
 The sandwich core failed firstly before ultimate failure 
occurred 
 FEM with 2D plate model accurately predicts the 
deflection of panels under point load but not UDL
 Based on experimental results for point load and UDL, 
point loads are found to be critical for sandwich panels
Thank you.
http://www.usq.edu.au/ceefc
Question or comment?
